HGS Smart DigiWEB Resolves 97% of
Customer Issues Online

Search

Your customers have digital expectations. They want accurate, relevant, and complete answers
to their questions, on first contact. They demand a web experience that’s fast, low-effort, and
engaging. Our DigiWEB provides the right answer for you and your customers—real outcomes,
from improved CSAT and NPS to faster customer query resolution, reduced shopping cart
abandonment, enhanced experience, and cost-containment via deflection of contacts from
higher-cost channels such as voice.

DigiWEB is a solution for
companies that want to:
• Stop web abandonment.
• Direct customers to lowest
cost channel.
• Address complex issues
with self-service.
• Integrate self-service into
all channels.
• Reduce customer effort by
optimizing the web CX to
be amazing.

HGS End-to-End Web Channel Solutions Deliver the
Right Answer Fast
Automation, Analytics, and Integrated Virtual Assistance
An intelligent knowledge base learns and improves performance.
Analytics provides insights into where customers need the most support,
and automated virtual assistance with FAQs.

Smart Channel Selector
Engagement is pivoted to the appropriate channel depending on
the nature of the query and the engagement platform. For example,
complex inquiries may require live agent voice support or video
illustration, while interactions from mobile devices may require text
message support.

Cloud-based solution is capital and asset light and can be
designed, launched, and managed as a custom portal or
integrated with your existing customer support page on
your website.
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Stellar service includes usability optimization, decision trees,
knowledge base integration, interactive videos, content pushes,
co-browsing, and pivots to online chat or voice support.
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Consumer Effort Reduced through Self-Service
For a major consumer
electronics client, HGS is
achieving the following
results through the
DigiWEB service:
resolved
97% issues
online
agents
37% fewer
required
over
60% savings
traditional
channels
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Focused on reducing customer effort, a Google style FAQ bar enables customers to
search for product information quickly driving a reduction in live agent contacts.
An Intelligent Virtual assistant provides answers to common questions in an
interactive format.
The customer can select from the "Popular Inquiry" list available on the page which
provides a list of the most common inquiries and questions, linked to the DNA
knowledgebase.
Additionally, the consumers can select the option to provide feedback directly to the
brand on their product experience.

About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more competitive.
HGS provides a full suite of business process management (BPM) services from traditional voice contact center
services and transformational DigiCX services that are unifying customer engagement to platform-based, backoffice services and digital marketing solutions. By applying analytics, automation, and interaction expertise to
deliver innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves operating efficiency, and helps
retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications and media, healthcare, insurance,
banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, and consumer packaged goods industries, as well as the
public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with 40,000 employees in 66 worldwide locations delivering
localized solutions. For the year ended 31st March 2016, HGS had revenues of US$ 507 million. HGS, part of
the multi-billion dollar Hinduja Group, has more than four decades of experience working with some of the
world’s most recognized brands.
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